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Abstract

Increasing product variety, rapid new product introductions, volatile market demands, and pressure for cost reductions are among the main drivers for developing changeable and reconfigurable manufacturing systems constituting platforms that can be developed and utilized jointly with product platforms. However, methodologies to support platform-based co-development of products and manufacturing systems remain limited in previous research, including lack of knowledge on successful practices for the platform-based co-development project and process. Therefore, the objective of the research presented in this paper is to identify practices for platform-based co-development of products and manufacturing systems through a case study of a company that has successfully transitioned towards changeability through platform-based co-development. The findings cover various aspects of the co-development process and project, providing initial insight into how to enable joint development of products and manufacturing systems, in order to achieve changeability and reconfigurability.
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1. Introduction

Changeability is defined as the ability of the manufacturing system to accomplish early and foresighted adjustments of structures and processes in response to change impulses [1]. A continuous adaptation of the manufacturing system enables a symbiotic co-evolution between variants, parts, and features in the product domain and processes, equipment, and capabilities in the manufacturing domain [2]. Such symbiotic relations and changes can happen e.g. when a need for higher production volume occurs, when new variants are introduced, or with the introduction of new product families, which requires changes in the manufacturing system to varying extent depending on the magnitude of the change in the product domain [2]. Usually, changes and evolution in the product domain are managed through the use of modular product architectures and product platforms, which to some extent support reuse of processes and equipment across different product variants, thereby increasing adaptability of the manufacturing systems [2, 3]. However, in the manufacturing domain, adaptability can be further increased either through flexibility that is built-in a priori or through reconfigurability that ensures functionality and capacity on demand, as well as provides customized flexibility to reduce the traditional trade-off between scale and scope [4]. In order to achieve this fast adaption, the reconfigurable manufacturing system is built on a modular system architecture and constitutes a platform that can be developed and utilized jointly with the product platforms, which promotes platform-based co-development of products and manufacturing [5]. However, methodologies to support platform-based co-development of products and manufacturing systems remain limited in previous research, including lack of knowledge of successful practices for the platform-based co-development project and process. Therefore, the objective of the research presented in this paper is to identify practices for platform-based co-development of products and manufacturing systems, in order to increase knowledge on how to successfully transition towards changeability and reconfigurability.

2. Related Research

2.1. Product and Manufacturing System Platforms

Platform-based co-development of products and manufacturing systems can be defined as a particular type of co-development, where pre-defined platforms for the product and for the manufacturing system exist and instantiations of these platforms emerge in symbiosis through e.g. reconfiguration, redesign, or new developments [5]. Within the product domain, platforms, modular architectures, and product families have been researched extensively and applied widely in practice for supporting efficient production of variety through reuse of manufacturing processes and equipment across different product variants, thereby increasing adaptability of the manufacturing systems [2, 3]. In the manufacturing domain, changeable manufacturing paradigms have been emphasized for supporting high product variety and volatile market demands, e.g. flexible and reconfigurable manufacturing concepts [4, 6]. The concept of the reconfigurable manufacturing system (RMS) was introduced in the 1990’s as an intermediate manufacturing system paradigm in-between the extremes of the flexible manufacturing system (FMS) with general built-in a priori flexibility and the dedicated manufacturing system (DMS) with high efficiency, but limited functionality [7]. The key principles of the RMS are modularity, integrability, customization, and diagnosability, which supports the system being both changeable in functionality and capacity, as well as efficient during operation [7, 8]. Thus, the concept of RMS is closely connected to the platform concept, as the system is built on modular system architecture and as such constitute a platform that can be developed and utilized jointly with the product platform [5].

2.2. Platform-based Development and Co-Development

Platform-based product development including modular architectures and product families have received extensive attention in previous research [9], e.g. how to develop modular products [3], development and visualisation of product families [10], and holistic development for product families [11]. Likewise, on the manufacturing side, the design of platform-based manufacturing systems has received attention as well, e.g. design of changeable and reconfigurable manufacturing systems [12-14], development of modular manufacturing [15], and
A design methodology is usually considered as containing knowledge in three areas to support practitioners: 1) models and rationalizations of the design and development process including activities and their sequence, 2) methods, tools, and techniques to be used within the process, and 3) corresponding terminology and concepts [23]. As described above, methodologies exist for both design and development within the domains of platform-based products and manufacturing. However, methodologies for platform-based co-development that cover the three aforementioned aspects are limited, as most related research cover methods and techniques to support the co-development process. Systematic methodologies including steps, activities, and their sequences to be conducted in practice appear limited. Moreover, in previous research, co-development is largely approached solely from the process perspective, while both process and project perspectives on development are important determinants for success, as the process has to be appropriate for the task and the development project has to be designed accordingly [23].

Conducting platform-based co-development is fundamentally different from traditional “over-the-wall” product and manufacturing development [17], which emphasizes the need for not only addressing co-development as a development process, but also as a project, e.g. how to organize the project in terms of length, size, organizational structure, resources, team composition, management, planning, decision-making, and task division. Consequently, the objective of the research presented in this paper is to identify practices for platform-based co-development of products and manufacturing systems, considering both the overall approach and supportive tools, as well as the organization of the development project.

3. Case Study Methodology

In order to address the research objective, a case study was conducted within a large Scandinavian company that has recently transitioned towards changeable and reconfigurable manufacturing systems through platform-based co-development. The company has several customer segments and a broad product portfolio covering a range of product families for different applications. The company has various manufacturing and assembly sites worldwide. Recently, the company introduced a global strategy of increasing profitability, growth, and sustainability by developing common product architectures with shared technology based on standardized assembly processes, considering both current and future products and how to enable changeable multi-product assembly platforms. The company initiated product and assembly co-development in 2010 and successfully launched the first platform-based assembly line in 2017. The journey in between the project start and the launch of the new changeable assembly lines is the unit of analysis of this paper. In order to collect data, a case study protocol was developed containing procedures for on-site data collection and interviews in three areas: 1) the co-development process including applied methods and tools, 2) the organization and structure of the development project, and 3) the output of the co-
development initiative, e.g. the final changeable setup and the product platform. In each area, further details were included regarding in which aspects and dimensions to seek data. Multiple sources of information were used; 1) semi-structured interview with one of the managers involved in the conceptual development, 2) archival records, incl. project documentation, meeting documentation, project presentation, etc., 3) semi-structured interview with project manager at specific site where detailed development and implementation was conducted, and 4) on-site observation at the new assembly line. In the following, the findings of the case study are presented.

4. Case Study Findings

4.1. Platform-based Co-Development Project

The company in which the case study was conducted is a market leader within its industry. Recently, the company initiated a new global strategy for product and manufacturing development, which involved joint development of platforms, in order to deal with increased variety and complexity in e.g. product volume, mix, sizes, parts, as well as in assembly tasks and tooling, thereby improving lead-times, increasing changeability in operations, and reducing development costs. To support this strategy, a global central project was initiated in 2010 with the aim of developing the concept for new changeable assembly setups built on a shared technology platform, in order to produce any existing and new variant of the product platform. This initial concept development project was conducted as a joint effort between product and manufacturing, aiming at developing a modular product architecture and platform, as well as increase changeability within assembly and logistics through a shared technology platform. The project commenced in different phases and lasted from 2010-2016 before the platform concepts were finally handed over to specific assembly sites for detailed development and implementation. The initial global co-development project consisted of members from product development, technology, manufacturing, finance, and a notable number of participants from academia such as researchers with expertise on product realization, platform-development, and changeable manufacturing. Moreover, the overall project was divided into parallel sub-projects within different specialisations, e.g. development of modular architecture or development of manufacturing concepts, however, extensive communication and joint involvement occurred in order to address interfaces and interactions in the product and manufacturing system domains. The primary outcomes of this initial global platform-based co-development project was aligned concepts for a modular product architecture with defined standard interfaces including design guidelines for new products, and a concept for a manufacturing platform of standard technologies and enablers to deal with change and complexity. In 2016, these concepts were handed over to selected global sites for detailed development and implementation. In each of these sites, local projects were initiated with the aim of changing existing sites and assembly systems towards changeability through adoption of the product in accordance with the new product platform concept and implementation of the shared technology enablers. In the first site to launch these new platforms, the local project organization was led by an external project leader, hired with limited previous experience from the company. During the whole project a supporting organization was created and both blue and white-collar workers participated in strategic development tasks and operational tasks, which created a positive attitude towards the project. Planning was made in three dimensions, daily, weekly, and long-term. One long-term plan that affected the project was e.g. dismantling a part of the warehouse to give space for the future line, which in the end proved to be crucial to finalize the project in time.

In Fig. 1, an overview of the platform-based co-development project in the case is presented from initial central project start to implementation.
As described previously, the entire co-development project was roughly divided into two sequential project phases, dedicated assembly lines into fewer changeable assembly lines, by the use of shared technology platform and a modular architecture. For instance, the assembly site specially investigated for this research, transitioned from three dedicated assembly lines to one changeable multi-product line with an increased efficiency of more than 8%.

Products were assembled in a mixed flow with three main variants that differed both in size and components. This was realized by a main line with low variations and high stability, as well as different sub-flows.

4.2. Platform-based Co-Development Process

In the studied case company, the goal of the co-development process was to eventually transition from multiple dedicated assembly lines into fewer changeable assembly lines, by the use of shared technology platform and a common modular product architecture with standard interfaces. Thus, a high degree of joint development activities was needed, as both the existing product and assembly concepts needed to be revised in accordance with each other. As described previously, the entire co-development project was roughly divided into two sequential project phases, where the first had a global scope and covered all main modules of the final product being assembled at different specialized sites, whereas the last co-development phases were conducted as local projects at the different sites.

The aim of the initial co-development project was to develop the concept for a generic product architecture and platform across existing variants and create the concept for a shared technology platform to accommodate changeable and multi-product assembly lines. Thus, the product platform was developed particularly for the purpose of accommodating generic assembly sequences and interfaces, and the assembly concept was developed as a technology platform of enablers to deal with different types of product-related change drivers. Moreover, the initial project defined a development methodology for subsequent local development projects, regarding how to adapt the product to manufacturing and vice versa.

In the local projects conducted at the different assembly sites, the development process can be described as follows: 1) specification of objective and requirements for the product and manufacturing domains, 2) analysis of existing products and re-design into a generic modular product architecture with increased commonality across variants and standard interfaces, including definition of common assembly sequences, 3) analysis of existing assembly lines, including existing layout, equipment and tools, content of work, part presentation, and review of current performance, 4) identification of requirements for redesign to accommodate the new product concept e.g. need for different tooling, need for layout change, or need for accommodating varying work content, and 5) development of assembly concept built on common technology platform and enablers, such as reconfigurable fixtures, flexible tools, etc. to manage variation and complexity. Within this development process, product and manufacturing development were conducted jointly and each activity required both information sharing, collaboration, overlapping activities, and joint decision making across both domains. Specific methods and supportive tools used for this include interface mapping, process mapping, product grouping matrices based on e.g. dimensions, tooling, sequence, and discrete event simulation. Moreover, in local projects, paper sketches and models were used to communicate future results between product development, project management team, and assembly operators. At present, several sites has successfully developed and implemented changeable manufacturing systems based on the common product architecture and manufacturing platform concepts. As such, each assembly site has instantiated assembly lines from the common technology platform, as well as adapted existing products to the new modular architecture. For instance, the assembly site specially investigated for this research, transitioned from three dedicated assembly lines to one changeable multi-product line with an increased efficiency of more than 8%. Products were assembled in a mixed flow with three main variants that differed both in size and components. This was realized by a main line with low variations and high stability, as well as different sub-flows.
positioning, and tightening were performed in the same way on all variants due to standard product interfaces, and generic modular tools could be used as well. Moreover, volume increases and uncertainty were dealt with by pre-assembly stations and scaling of operators. In Fig. 2, an overview of the platform-based co-development process conducted in the case is presented.

- **Global (Pre-)Project**
  - **Product domain**
    - Specification of objectives and requirements for the product and manufacturing domains.
  - **Manufacturing domain**
    - Analysis and adoption of product incl. assembly sequence, interfaces, etc.

- **Local Projects**
  - **Analysis of needs and requirements for changeable manufacturing setup incl. specification of change drivers.**
  - **Analysis of assembly process incl. layout, equipment, tools, etc.**
  - **Conceptual design of assembly system incl. product grouping, layout mapping, selection of change enablers, etc.**
  - **Pilot implementation projects.**

Fig. 2. Overview of the platform-based co-development process in the case.

In Table 1, a summary of the case findings is presented.

Table 1. Overview of findings from case study on practices applied for conducting platform-based co-development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practices in case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local projects at sites for detailed development/implementation:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Process</strong></th>
<th>Process for co-development conducted at sites:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Analysis of requirements for the product and production domains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Analysis of existing products and re-design into a generic modular product architecture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Analysis of existing assembly lines and design of assembly concept built on common technology platform and enablers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Performance evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supportive methods:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Interface mapping, process mapping, product grouping matrices, and discrete event simulation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5. Conclusions**

In this paper, a case study was presented with the aim of identifying successful practices for platform-based co-development of products and manufacturing systems. In the studied case, a largely structured way of working was present in the platform-based co-development project, and responsibilities were redefined in the organization to accommodate the new way of making product and manufacturing development. The specific development process required not only coordination between product and manufacturing domains, but rather required joint design due to tasks being highly interdependent between design domains. Moreover, the process methodology applied in the case company shares similarities with design methodologies for changeability and reconfigurability, which center around analyzing drivers of change and implementing enablers of changeability, utilizing a high degree of product commonality. Moreover, in the case study, some challenges regarding conducting platform-based development of
products and manufacturing were highlighted, e.g. training of operators for new changeable setup and work content, need for redefining organizational setup, and need for redefining organizational responsibilities. Likewise, the need for including knowledge and competences from central platform project in later detailed design and implementation projects was highlighted as a success factor.

The findings reported in this paper represent initial insight on how platform-based co-development can be successfully conducted considering both the overall approach and supportive tools, as well as the organization of the development project. However, future research should focus on this in a broader context, as significant differences in approach to co-development is expected across different types of companies. Furthermore, while this research highlights some practices for platform-based co-development that have been applied in real-life, other approaches and methods related to platform-based co-development can be identified in previous research. Thus, determining best-practices or different maturity levels of platform-based co-development could be a viable future research direction, as well as the creation of generic methodologies specifically targeting the joint development of product and manufacturing system platforms.
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